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Update 09/19/2017 
 
Back in May – began testing the UltraCool Reefer 2.0 – Fan Assisted Oil Cooler (for your convenience, the original review 
begins on Page 2, in its entirety).  At that time, a couple of questions came up regarding the performance of the UltraCool 
in high ambient temperature situations at sustained highway speeds.  A follow up was promised toward the end of 
summer, this is that follow up. 
 
Throughout all riding since installation (6,000+ miles), the fairing oil temp gauge needle never got past the larger white 
hash mark used to indicate 230˚.  There were many situations when the fans did turn on.  The single largest factor 
causing the fans to kick on was air flow - in stop-and-go traffic in almost any temperature; when on streets with lower 
speed limits for extended distances during higher (85˚+) temps; coming to a stop after exiting the expressway during 
higher temps; when not remembering to open the air deflectors in the faring lowers on a hot day (oops) – the reduced air 
flow allows the engine, and therefore the oil, to get hotter.  After the fans turn on - if the air flow was increased enough, 
and for a reasonable duration, the fans would turn off.  As expected, once the fans had cycled on, then off - the time it 
took for the fans to turn back on as air flow again decreased due to slower speeds was shorter. 
 
To directly address the question about sustained highway speeds – rode on two days that started in the upper 70s, 
topped out in the mid 90s for a total of about 400 miles each day – 300 on the super-slab.  60 miles to get to the slab was 
two-lane county roads doing 60-ish – gauge never rose to the point to turn the fans on.  Once on the slab, cruised in the 
75-80 MPH range mostly (pushed one stretch in the hottest part of the day to 85-90 for the test).  The gauge would climb 
slightly above the position where the fans would turn on in surface street (i.e. slower) situations, without the fans turning 
on.  The times when the fans would turn on is if traffic slowed progress down to 55 MPH, or less, for longer than 10 miles 
– even then, only for a short period as long as was able to keep moving and keep the air flow.  On exiting, the fans would 
kick on for a while working off the heat buildup from slab riding. 
 
Overall – the cycling of the fans was not unexpected.  As air flow decreased, heat being felt on my legs would increase 
and eventually the fans turned on.  As air flow increased, less heat was felt and eventually the fans turned off. 

 
In this picture from the original review showing the gauge position when the fans turned on, 
originally stated this was the position the fans always turned on.  Have to modify that statement a 
little.  This is the usual position the fans turned on for stop-and-go driving and if stopping for an 
extended time (4 mins or so) after riding a distance on country roads.  When on the slab at constant 
higher speeds, the gauge could move up as much as another full increment before turning on the 
fans – again a function of air flow.  With that said – as long as air flow was good, the fans rarely 
turned on. 
 

Another factor found somewhat surprising (but, not really once you think about it) that affected how quickly the gauge 
would rise, and therefore the fans would turn on, when stopped in traffic was the color of the pavement.  The darker the 
pavement the faster things would heat up.  Started to pay attention to it – fresh blacktop that was really black versus older 
blacktop that varied from dark to light gray versus concrete that was essentially white – and it was consistent.  The 
clearness of the sky worked into it as well – the brighter the sunshine made the pavement in each color relatively hotter 
than overcast days. 
 
In the experience of this summer’s riding, the UltraCool proved its value by keeping the gauge at or below the 230˚ mark, 
when in the past could have seen it creep into the middle of the 230-290˚ range (and even higher under particularly brutal 
circumstances).  The UltraCool will be staying installed.  Know anybody interested in a used stock HD oil cooler…? 
 
Respectfully, 
 
bogie 
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A number of years ago, 2009 in fact, rode a 2006 Ultra that did not have an oil cooler, rode a lot in funeral processions 
with the Patriot Guard Riders, had some seriously roasted thighs to show for it and a couple of engine shutdowns due to 
overheating.  Caused a search for what might be able to be done to mitigate some of the heat.  Can’t eliminate the heat 
on an air cooled big twin; but, it can be lessened.   
 

At the time, a new style oil cooler was coming to market called UltraCool.  What made this cooler different was it had a fan 
that was thermostatically controlled based on the temperature of the oil.  So when standing still in traffic, or rolling slowly 
in a procession, when the oil got to a set temperature, the fan would kick on and move some air across the radiator of the 
oil cooler to help keep the oil a bit cooler than it would have been otherwise.  Sounded like a good concept and conducted 
a review of it. 
 

The results of the original test were cooler oil temps (by as much as 30 degrees, as measured by a dipstick thermometer, 
while in slow traffic in the hot summer), noticeably cooler on the thighs and better oil pressure readings.  Had the cooler 
for several years, abused it a lot in the procession riding and it worked well. 
 

Had some suggestions for the manufacturer regarding tweaks that could be done to make install easier (pre-shaped 
hoses to eliminate any possibility of kinks; using Allen head screws that all used the same size Allen socket driver; making 
the wiring into a plug-and-play harness) and adding a LED to indicate when the fan was running.   
 

Now riding a 2011 Limited, which came stock with an oil cooler (the moco finally acknowledging some heat control was 
needed).  But, with the larger engine, there is more heat.  The stock cooler helped, but it still gets hot.  The new UltraCool 
Reefer 2.0 appears to be up for the task.  
 

Heavier duty radiator, with substantial fins that are not going to deform like the 
stock fins do, and designed to create 
some turbulence as the oil follows thru 
to enhance the cooling. 
 
Dual, waterproof fans - 
thermostatically controlled to turn on 
at a lower initial temp to slow the rise 
in temp.   

 

The manufacturer took the advice with pre-formed metal tubing with AN fittings, press coupled with flexible braided tubing 
for the oil lines – no worries about kinks; took the wiring and made an easy to install plug and play harness with a LED 
indicator to show when the fans are on; updated the oil filter adapter with built in anti-rotation pegs and generally made 
the system more robust. 
 

Install instructions are reasonable; but, can use a couple of updates to correct for a couple of missing words here and 
there.  Oh – and for a missing step – it’s an obvious one, but missing none-the-less: to install the cover over the radiator 
when all else is done.  One other comment, the picture on the instructions is confusing…  Obviously a ’14 or newer Ultra 
Limited - vented fairing, ‘Limited’ script on the fender – but, no lowers (hello, radiators?), with a note that the UltraCool will 
not fit liquid cooled bikes (nor is it needed).  The picture issue is not significant, just being picky.  All comments have been 
passed along, so hopefully there will be an update soon. 
 

Included in the package are a few nice pluses.   
- A fitting wrench (aka ‘crow’s foot’) to tighten the oil lines – a tool many DIY’ers may not have.   
- A small tube of blue thread locker, in case you’re out. 

o Would be nice if red thread locker was also included since it, too, is called for in the instructions.   
- A test jumper, to plug into the harness to verify that power, fans and the LED are hooked up correctly. 

o Plugs into the connection that would normally connect to the thermal switch, to power up the fans and 
LED as if the oil had reached the turn-on temperature. 

o Handy to make sure the electrical connections are correct before closing up the fairing. 
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Removing the stock adapter and radiator was a snap.  Be certain to remove the stock metallic gasket – almost missed it, it 
fits tight and can be mistaken as the face of the mount.  Installing the UltraCool adapter was also easy with the six Allen 
head bolts all on the same side and the same size wrench requirement (older version had 4 bolts on one side, 2 on the 
back, with different size wrenches – just a bit difficult to do solo).  Do be sure to watch for the tiny washers! 
 
The pre-bent lines and the threaded fittings make it much easier than the straight hoses and hose clamps on the previous 
version; but, still takes a little patience to route the oil lines.  Be sure to remember to oil the fittings for easier threading 
and torque appropriately.  Also recommend using both cover screws to temporarily hold the radiator in place so it moves 
less.  
 
The install was done on a bike lift that clamps the front wheel in place.  Certainly better than doing it on the ground.  But, if 
doing it again, would raise the bike on a bike jack that would allow the forks to be turned side-to-side, giving easier access 
to the radiator when attaching the oil lines.  On ’13 and prior bikes, also makes accessing the two lower, rear fairing bolts 

easier. 
 

Did choose to install the LED indicator; after all, it was a suggestion from 
the previous review.  There are many choices where to place it – picked 
opposite the odometer reset button.  Like the idea of being able to know 
if the fans are running since they can’t be heard when the bike is on. 
 
 
 

 
 
After completing all the electrical connections in the fairing, plugged in the test jumper – wow, sounded like a small jet 
taking off.  The power of the fans is incredible.  The amount of air pushed thru the radiator is amazing.  Removed the test 
jumper, made the connection to the thermal switch.  Installed the radiator cover (another operation that would have been 
easier on the jack, instead of the lift), zip tied the wiring harness on the downtube and buttoned up the fairing. 
 
While the fans are mounted in front of the radiator, they move easily enough that it’s pretty much a certainty they will be 
rotating, even when not powered, by the air of the moving bike passing thru.  Don’t believe it to be any issue since more 
than enough air will pass thru and the turbulence the fans will cause will likely increase the cooling effect. 
 
It was thought that this review would need to wait until summer to write about the operation of the unit.  However, weather 
in northern Illinois has been typically crazy and there have been several days in the upper 70’s and lower 80’s.  And 
there’s always enough traffic to cause lines at the lights on the route home.  So, have had plenty of chances to ride.  
Keeping the lower vents closed to limit the air cooling effect on the engine has allowed oil temperatures to get up in the 
higher reaches. 
 
The thermal switch is programmed to activate the fans at 212˚ oil temp and cut off at 190˚, +/- 4˚.  
The oil temp gauge in the dash, pictured at right, has major graduations at 60˚; making the minor 
graduations at 12˚.  The picture is of the gauge just as the fans turned on, showing about 200˚.  
Taking into consideration the probe for the temp gauge is at the rear of the oil pan where the oil, 
theoretically, has had a chance to cool a bit; appears the thermal switch is within parameters.  

This is the same spot on the gauge that the fans have turned on each 
time, as evidenced by the LED also illuminating.  The fans have turned 
on several times – invariably, when stopped in traffic for several 
minutes.  Shortly after starting to move again, with the air moving at speed both thru the 
radiator and around the engine, the gauge eventually drops down to a bit over 170˚ indicated 
and the fans turn off. 

 

LED 
Placed 

Reset 
Button 
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The first time the fans came on was after riding about 60 miles on a sunny, 82˚ day after getting caught at a stop sign 
waiting for cross traffic to clear.  After rolling again, it was perhaps 3-4 miles and the LED turned off (presumably the fans 
as well, if all is working as it should).  This was with the lowers vents open.  The temp gauge rose initially another minor 
graduation mark before working its way back down.  For comparison, under the same weather conditions with the stock oil 
cooler without the fans, the temp gauge would read much closer to straight up at 230° and the heat would be very 
noticeable on my legs. 
 
According to the Pre-delivery instructions from HD for hot-checking oil level: “Run motorcycle until engine oil reaches at 
least 93°C (200 °F) or higher (normal operating temperature).”  So it sounds like the thermal switch is set correctly to do 
its best to keep the oil at ‘normal operating temperature’. 
 
Second time the fans came on was in the driveway, while getting the mail.  Allowed the bike to be pulled in the garage 
with the fans having just started and still running.  Killed the engine, but left the ignition switch on to let the fans run.  With 
the engine off the oil isn’t circulating at any volume – other than what tiny little bit might by convection.  The fans ran for 
about 10 minutes and did finally turn off.  Just guessing here, but the fans move a heck of a lot of air and the position of 
them blows thru the radiator and back to where the oil filter and the thermal switch are located.  Perhaps moving that 
much of the cool air (55˚ in the garage) was enough to cool off the switch. 
 
Very impressed with the quality and functionality of the UltraCool Reefer 2.0 fan assisted oil cooler thus far.  Sometime 
around the end of the summer, an update will be posted to the review website to discuss how the cooler performed in the 
higher heats of summer.  At higher ambient temperatures, when stopped or going slowly, the oil temp gauge needle 
would, at times, go midway to the 290° mark – we’ll have to see how far the needle goes with the two fans moving all that 
air over the radiator. 
 
For additional specific info, suggest you call Earl directly at UltraCool 775-241-9155 www.ultracoolfl.com 
 
 
Below are some misc pictures. 
 

Fan and radiator top 
view 
 
     Disassembled oil    
     filter adapter 

 
Oil lines with  
   pre-bent 
     fittings and  
       crow’s foot 
   Road scarred stock cooler radiator                        
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Update 05/09/2017  Pictures on the bike. 
 
The black unit was chosen in this case – didn’t want more chrome to clean (sacrilege).  From most angles, when not up 
close, the unit really isn’t easily seen. Only reason it sticks out up close is cuz it’s clean and everything around it is not… 
 

Before putting the 
cover on 
 
 
(For those 
wondering - the 
filter laying on the 
lift table is from an 
external breather) 
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Cardboard underneath is for checking any potential leaks.  After a few weeks and quite a few rides, nothing – which is 
good news (not even from the relocated breather filter).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another ‘for those interested’ – yes, those are the ’14 and up script ‘Limited’ badges on an ’11 – like the looks better. 
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A shot of the dash at idle – hard to tell, but the blue LED is lighted.   
Can also see the oil pressure gauge indicating 
above a quarter of the sweep (about 20+ psi). 
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